BUSINESS LICENSE CODES & FEES

101 - HOME - Home Occupations .............................................. $35.00

201 - AG IND - Agricultural Industry ........................................ $35.00

301 - SERVCE - Services ......................................................... $50.00

302 - RETAIL - Retail ............................................................... $50.00

303 - ENTER - Entertainment ...................................................... $50.00

304 - SERVCE/PT - Services/Partial Year ............................... $35.00
   (If in operation less than 6 months of the year)

401 - CONSTR - Construction ................................................... $60.00
   Plus $1.00 for each employee who works at least 1200 hours per year, but not to exceed $200.00 for entire fee

402 - CONTR - Contractors ....................................................... $60.00
   Plus $1.00 for each employee who works at least 1200 hours per year, but not to exceed $200.00 for entire fee

403 - MANUF - Manufacturing .................................................... $60.00
   Plus $1.00 for each employee who works at least 1200 hours per year, but not to exceed $200.00 for entire fee
   (All Fabrication goes under Manufacturing)

404 - TRANSP - Transportation .................................................. $60.00
   Plus $1.00 for each employee who works at least 1200 hours per year, but not to exceed $200.00 for entire fee

405 - COMMUN - Communication .............................................. $60.00
   Plus $1.00 for each employee who works at least 1200 hours per year, but not to exceed $200.00 for entire fee

501 - MINING - Mining ............................................................. $60.00
   Plus (0.02/ton) x (number of miles excavation or landfill site is from a state highway)*
   (All Extraction goes under Mining)

502 - LANDF - Landfills ............................................................ $60.00
   Plus (0.02/ton) x (number of miles excavation or landfill site is from a state highway)*

503 - REC/CO - Recycling & Collection ...................................... $60.00
   Plus (0.02/ton) x (number of miles excavation or landfill site is from a state highway)*

601 - ITINER - Itinerant Merchants .......................................... $40.00
   Plus $5 per day + any bond set by the County Commissioners

*Note: Number of miles measured in tenths along routes traveled between the location of business activity and nearest state highway. Distance is not measured “as the crow flies.”